Mexico City Lease Accounting
Please join us on Thursday, January 24th for a session with your peers to discuss the
new Lease Accounting Standard (ASC 842) / IFRS 16.
Thursday, January 24th
from 8:00 to 9:30am
Sign-in / Registration &
Networking time: 7:30
to 8:15 am

Learn how to navigate potential implementation issues and best practices. Walk
away with an understanding of the key success factors neeeded to implement the
new standard, including how the implementation will impact your existing policies,
procedures, systems, and disclosures related to leases.
Get answers to the following questions:
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§ How does the status of my leasing project compare to other companies in the
marketplace?
• What transition issues and key challenges are companies facing?
• How do I embed the new standard in ongoing processes sustainably?
• Which technical accounting topics are posing the greatest interpretation issues?
• How should we be identifying and managing our lease portafolio?
(policies/processes/controls)
• Do I need a lease accounting system and which one is best for my company?
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In this role, Dennis helps companies navigate the challenges
associated with the upcoming changes in lease accounting
standards, delivering effective solutions to these varied
organizations. Dennis brings a great deal of experience in
treasury, finance, and accounting from his previous position as
VP & Assistant Treasurer at Hasbro and from managing Lease
Accounting for Shaw’s Supermarkets. Dennis holds a BS in
Accounting from the University of Southern Maine and has
earned the Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) designation.
Felipe Torres, VP Mexico
As Vice President, Felipe is responsible for the overall strategy, market growth, and
business and client development across all lines of professional services for RGP’s Mexico
Operations. Felipe has 24 years of professional experience, including leadership roles in
business development, advisory & consulting, and in the financial services industry
where he has become a practice leader in the field of enterprise wide risk management
and regulatory compliance. Felipe has worked for multinational companies, solution
selling and advisory firms, as well as for Banks and Financial Groups. He also has
entrepreneurial experience as an independent consultant leading a team of
professionals providing services to insurance companies, pension funds, investments
firms, and SMB’s. Felipe has a BS in Accounting and Finance from Universidad
Iberoamericana and an MBA from Tecnologico de Monterrey, both schools located in
Mexico City.

After, you are invited for cocktails and a meet and greet with a LeaseAccelerator expert who will answer any questions.

